
This work aims at describing the motive of hospitality and to show the deeper sense
of rituals, which come along with it. The starting point is the motive of the journey,
understood in this context not on ly as a movement in real time and space but also as the
endeavor of a man to understand the world.
The Old French lais show voyage in the Other World as their only motive. The hero
leaves the world of humans to follow his fairy mistress into her realm, often associated
with the realm of the dead. The hero, being chosen by the fairy is thus elevated to
immortality.
The Old French romances offer a more complicated scheme. The voyage is
understood as a sequence ofvarious adventures and tasks the hero has to accomplish. The
motives of hospitality show a larger scale than in the lais. Besides hospitality offered by
beings from the other world who test the heroes constancy and fidelity as well as other
chivalric qualities. Hospitality offered by human hosts show s relations between different
classes of society. We witness the fraternity of the knights as well as subordination of
townspeople.
This picture, however, does not show the reality of the medieval society but the
dream of the nobility of how the society should function. In reality towns gained more and
more independence while the typical knights errant, usually the younger sons of poorer
noblemen were steadily loosing their importance. The hospitality at king Arthur's court
shows important aspects of relations between the king and his noblemen. In Chrétien de
Troyes's romances the dream of powerful noblemen of a weak king is mirrored. On the
other hand we can see in the picture of Arthur's court reminiscences of ancient myths
where the king, as embodiment of his land and tribe is highly protected in order to save
him :from any risk. His death might signal the misfortune for his people.


